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NINETAIL: Half Truths & Hand Grenades

Level Nine Entertainment/MVD 
Rating: 10 Out Of 10
Reviewed by: Bam-Bam

Sounding eerily like the early 90’s D.C. Electro-Metal-Core band SPINE
combined with early SLIPKNOT, this group of York, Pennsylvania
bad-asses keep the formula very simple; Smash the fuck out of any and
everything within reach!!! They’re brutal, I tell you, and there are no
prisoners taken from the very beginning of the album. There is really no
downtime at all. The listener is simply beaten to a lifeless pulp throughout
by a group of very talented players and a well-versed sample mixer/DJ.
This is the kind of shit that is mean enough to start a revolution. You’ve
got equal parts SEPULTURA, MINISTRY, FEAR FACTORY and the

aforementioned SLIPKNOT to contend with here, but brewed into a wicked web of originality
that they managed to pull out of such a cast of influences. I’m very impressed as I love when a
band mixes SFX and samples into belligerent Metal such as this. One can only hope that the
world will open their ears to tracks like “Seasoned Scheme”, “My Belief” (one of my favorite
tracks on the album), “God Willing”, “Bull Ring”, “Trials Of A Madman” and “Superpsycho”.
Truthfully, this is a no-bullshit, head-smashing Metal album that will make you want to chew
glass and fuck shit up! A very impressive effort from a group of young Metalheads that I know
we’ll be hearing more from in the future. 

Haul ass over to (Amazon.com) and pick up this little Metal Masterpiece Now! A great anger
release tool!!! Very, Very, Highly Recommended!!!
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